
FACIAL TREATMENTS 

BIOELEMENTS CUSTOM BLEND FACIAL
There’s no facial more personalized to your needs than this. Each 
step is a fusion of science, natural botanicals, aromatherapist 
oils and luxurious techniques customized with clinical strength 
ingredients uniquely designed to deliver results. The fi rst step 
begins with an individualized SkinReading® to determine your 
concerns and skin goals, followed by invigorating cleansing, 
exfoliation and skin sedation, a custom blended aromatherapeutic 
facial massage, plus a power treatment and mask targeted to
your concerns. 

Treatment time: 30, 60 minutes

BIOELEMENTS COLLAGEN REHAB FACIAL 
Rehabilitate your skin’s aging, lined, exhausted appearance with 
this innovative, collagen-targeted treatment. After an invigorating 
exfoliation and Youth Renewal Massage, your skin will be 
saturated with a powerful amino acid power treatment to help 
support skin’s youth collagen and elastin performance – so lines 
appear fi lled, skin looks fi rmer, and acts years younger. You’ll 
emerge with improved line appearance, and renewed, fi rmer 
and more dewy skin.

Treatment time: 60 minutes

BIOELEMENTS RADIANCE RESCUE FACIAL
Want instant-radiance? This facial is designed to wake up your skin 
and deliver an enviable glow as it improves lines, hydration and 
under eye puff. You’ll experience an invigorating deep cleanse, 
refreshing exfoliation, and a Youth Renewal Massage. Next, a 
pro-concentrated radiance power treatment and mask will indulge 
your skin with a luminous glow. A must-book treatment before 
any big event – or any time you want radiant skin.

Treatment time: 60 minutes

FIRM + LIFT FACIAL 
A one-of-a-kind treatment designed to lift and sculpt the look
of sagging, aging skin. A SkinReading® consultation will
evaluate your most urgent concerns, followed by deep cleansing 
and exfoliation to prep your skin for clinical ingredients. We’ll 
intensify your results with Bioelements Firmamint, a gravity-defying 
mask so powerful, you’ll feel it working to lift and tighten. And, 
you’ll see visible benefi ts immediately, as poor elasticity, dullness 
and lines improve. 

Treatment time: 30, 60 minutes

VITAMINERAL DEEP DETOX FACIAL
Press “refresh” on your skin with this instant rescue facial anytime 
you’re in need of a deep detox. We’ll start with a one-on-one 
SkinReading® to assess your individual needs, then customize your 
treatment right from the start. A deep-down cleanse and exfoliation 
to help purge impurities will be followed by a detoxing mask to 
fi lter out skin-stressing toxins with vitamin C and activated
coconut charcoal.

Treatment time: 60 minutes

CALMING FACIAL 
Designed for skin that’s stressed, red or delicate, this advanced 
facial is the best of both worlds: it’s incredibly calming, as it 
advocates for a strong, healthy barrier. Clean, clinical ingredients 
triple-target sensitivities, as active strengtheners nourish skin’s 
barrier – all enveloped within soothing massage techniques. The 
ultimate corrective facial for chronic sensitivities, event-based 
sensitization, or preemptive care.

Treatment time: 60 minutes
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FACIAL TREATMENTS – CONTINUED 

DEPIGMENTING AND BRIGHTENING FACIAL 
Make evening out skin tone and fading dark spots a priority 
with this high-tech facial that features more-than-max levels of 
skin brighteners with proven results. It starts with a thorough skin 
cleansing followed by an exfoliation treatment custom blended 
just for you. Next, a clinical-strength LightPlex® GigaWatt Dark 
Spot Corrector is penetrated deep into skin where dark spots are 
formed. To fi nish, you’ll experience an activated charcoal mask to 
penetrate the active ingredients. It’s the perfect treatment to help 
you attain even-toned, brighter skin.

Treatment time: 60 minutes

BIOELEMENTS POLLUTION NEUTRALIZING FACIAL 
Our increasingly dirty world is full of skin-aging cellular intoxicators 
from pollution that cause skin to be prematurely aged, weakened, 
dull, dehydrated, hyperpigmented and sensitized. This treatment 
targets and revives dull, prematurely aging skin with deep purging 
and heavy-metal scavenging formulas, proven to signifi cantly 
inhibit the damage induced by urban dust – the atmospheric matter 
found in air pollution. You’ll emerge with fresh, revived skin that 
looks healthy, strong and bright.

Treatment time: 60 minutes

CHINESE HERBOLOGY FACIAL 
A one-of-a kind, dual-action retexturizing facial to deliver both 
physical and chemical exfoliation with Bioelements cult-favorite 
Chinese Herbology. You’ll experience a complete exfoliating facial 
featuring these ancient herbal granules to fi rst sweep away dulling 
cells, then melt into skin, releasing natural AHAs. You’ll emerge 
with skin that’s smoother, brighter and completely revitalized.

Treatment time: 60 minutes

THE BIOELEMENTS TEEN FACIAL
Take your mind off the daily pressures of school, tests and 
responsibilities with this transformative facial designed specifi cally 
for teen skin – to target stress-related breakouts, dark circles, and 
dullness. We’ll help reset your skin with consciously clean, cruelty-
free formulas that are full of the good stuff (like natural botanicals), 
and free of the bad (like artifi cial dyes). You’ll experience a 
deep cleansing and exfoliation followed by an unbelievable 
aromatherapy massage – plus, we’ll gently extract unwanted 
blemishes. You’ll see how the right formulas can help you embrace 
your natural skin and see long term, healthy results.

Treatment time: 60 minutes

CHEMICAL PEELS & ADVANCED ENZYME TREATMENTS 

BIOELEMENTS ULTRA-DETOX CHEMICAL PEEL 
The skin you want is under the skin you see. Reveal it with our 
powerful, non-surgical acid-hybrid peel. You’ll undo years of visible 
damage and premature age signs – without the redness, fl aking, or 
actual “peeling” of the skin from a traditional peel. Our advanced 
peel technology removes the uppermost layers of the skin at a 
microscopic level, to immediately tighten, unclog pores, improve 
lines and leave skin with a younger, velvety-smooth texture. Plus, 
you’ll benefi t from detoxifying activated charcoal to draw out 
aging impurities. Best results achieved with a series of treatments – 
your esthetician will choose from two different glycolic acid levels 
to meet your skin’s needs each time.

Treatment time: 60 minutes

POWERFUL SURFACE PEEL 
Your skin’s introduction to a peel begins here. Potent but gentle 
lactic acid, plus exfoliating pumpkin fruit acids and stimulating 
pomegranate zero in on premature age signs, with zero recovery 
downtime. Ideal for infl amed breakout-prone skin, surface wrinkles, 
and even post-acne dark spots. You’ll see an increase in hydration, 
as skin emerges visibly clearer, brighter and less lined. Achieve the 
best results with a series of treatments.

Treatment time: 60 minutes

BIOELEMENTS ENZYME EXFOLIATION TREATMENT 
Dramatically aid the removal of aging dead cells, awaken dull 
skin and target pores with this active enzyme treatment that’s ideal 
for all skin types – even sensitive. Your esthetician will choose the 
enzyme or peel for your skin’s exact needs, formulated with active 
ingredients including papain, papaya and pineapple enzymes, 
and stimulating cinnamon. See noticeably improved skin that’s 
smoother, energized, and radiant.

Treatment time: 60 minutes


